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Turntablism. 
Music for Limited 
Audiences
Marta Ciechan

Turntablism is the art of using a record player as a live 
instrument. It allows for creating basslines, rhythms and 
scratches. Etymologically the word “turntablism” comes 
from the English word turntable, which in this case means 
turning the platters of the record player. The term was 
first used in an interview in 1995 by DJ Babu,1 a member 
of the legendary band Beat Junkies.2 Both he and other 
members of the International Turntable Federation (ITF) 
agreed on how to define a turntablist. According to them, 
it was a person who uses the record player’s turntable as 
a component to make music as well as an instrument to lit-
erally play music.3 Therefore, a turntablist generates and 

1 DJ Babu is the stage name of Christopher Oroc. He was born in the United States and 
joined the Beat Junkies in 1994. Member of the hip hop band Dilated Peoples; winner of 
a few ITF championships; won the regional finals of the DMC championships in 1995. 
He recorded and produced two Duck Season mixtapes; contributed to coining the term 
turntablism. He appeared in a number of movies relating to DJ themes (Scratch, directed by 
Doug Pray, 2001, and other movies).

2 Beat Junkies is a turntablist crew established in 1992 in Orange County California, US. 
Its members are: Rhettmatic, Melo-D, J. Rocc, Babu, DJ What?!, Mr. Choc, Shortkut, and 
Curse.

3 http://www.ncra.ca/business/turntablizm/ttarticles.html (15.10.2006).
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makes sounds on the record player and does not merely 
passively play music as it may be with a traditional DJ. 
According to DJ Hype:4 “A turntablist is someone who is 
able to put some funk into turntables with the use of their 
hands.”5 These are some selected definitions of turntab-
lism. Its origin should indeed be directly seen in the art 
of dee-jaying, one of the four elements of the hip hop 
culture. However, this trend was present as early as the 
1990s. When examining the turntablist scene today, one 
may notice a tremendous turn towards electronic music.

It has taken some time for turntablism to be labeled as 
an art form and turntablists as artists. In one of his arti-
cles, Russell Gragg noted that members of this group did 
not have that privilege, even though they were creating 
music by manipulating existing sounds and turning them 
into a new quality. Thanks to turntablists, well-known old 
tracks often gain new, unrecognizable colors. Gragg wrote 
that “turntablism was recognized as a unique musical 
genre, honored for example by the Canadian Radio Tele-
vision and Telecommunications Commission”6 during the 
annual conference of the National Campus/Community 
Radio Association in Halifax.

Meril Rasmussen noted – as has been emphasized by 
turntablists themselves – that the turntable is more than 
just a device for playing music. He said: “It is obvious that 

4 DJ Hype – German turntablist with a few German ITF Champion titles. He has become a 
promoter of turntablism in Germany; used to be part of the Phaderheadz crew.

5 http://www.pm7.fc.pl/djworld/nuke/html/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=62 
(15.10.2006).

6 http://www.ncra.ca/business/turntablizm/ttarticles.html (15.10.2006).
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the way some artists work a turntable and other sound 
equipment that it is a tool – an instrument, if you will.”7 
DJ Rob Swift8 added that “the turntable can adapt or mim-
ic the violin, the drum, the guitar, the bass and any other 
type of instrument. What you are using are records and 
records contain all these different instruments. The turn-
table can almost morph into any instrument.”9

Other events that consolidated the idea of the turntable as 
a live instrument include a conference in Victoria in 1998, 
where The Turnstylez10 performed; and the publication 
of Mark Miller’s review of A-Trak’s11 performance at the 
Montreal Jazz Festival in 1999.12 Miller wrote: “If A-Trak 
and Kid Koala13 were pianists, there would be every reason 
to praise their soft hands and nimble fingers, their imag-
ination and their rhythmic conception. The fact that they 
each manipulate two turntables, rather than a keyboard 
and three pedals, shouldn’t really change the assessment, 
should it?”14

7 Ibid.
8 From 1991 Rob Swift was an official member of the now legendary X-men crew that 

changed its name to X-Ecutioners. His first solo album is called The Ablist.
9 http://www.jam2dis.com/j2ddjdef.html (24.10.2006).
10 The Turnstylez won the North American ITF Championships in 1998 in the Team category. 

They represented North America at the World ITF Championships in Amsterdam.
11 DJ A-Trak’s real name is Alain Macklovitch. He was born in Canada and began his 

adventure with turntables at the age of 13. He joined the Invisibl Skrach Piklz crew and was 
its honorary member. He founded The Allies with DJ Craze. He is a winner of three major DJ 
titles – DMC World Champion, ITF World Champion (the federation suspended its activity in 
2005 and IDA – International DJ Association – was founded in its place) and Vestax World 
Extravaganza.

12 http://www.jam2dis.com/j2ddjdef.htm (24.10.2006).
13 Kid Koala’s real name is Eric Yick-Keung San, born in 1975 in Vancouver, Canada. He is 

a music producer and a DJ and one of the artists releasing records under the Ninja Tune 
label.

14 http://www.jam2dis.com/j2ddjdef.html (24.10.2006).
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The Forefathers and Hancock
Two brilliant avant-garde artists may be considered the 
forefathers of turntablism – American John Cage and 
French composer Pierre Schaeffer.15 Both had the idea to 
use the record player not only to play music but also to 
create it. Cage described the idea in 1937 in The Future of 
Music: Credo.16 Eleven years later Schaeffer put his inno-
vative ideas into practice – he used a few turntables to 
play sounds he transformed by using different speeds, 
volume and playing them backwards.17 While this is how 
turntablism originated, it germinated in the minds of 
other artists in the 1970s. Despite the credit given to 
Pierre Schaffer for his indubitable contribution to the 
field, his creativity actually directly gave rise to another 
genre called musique concrète.

The year 1983 was one of the peak years for turntablism.18 
It was then that the brilliant artist Herbie Hancock19 re-
corded the single “Rockit” containing scratches20 by 
Grandmixer D.ST.21 Together they received a prestigious 
Grammy Award, which brought turntablism to a wider 

15 http://www.jam2dis.com/j2ddjhistory1.htm (24.10.2006).
16 http://www.jam2dis.com/j2ddjhistory1.htm (24.10.2006).
17 http://www.jam2dis.com/j2ddjhistory1.htm (24.10.2006).
18 http://rembrandter.republika.pl/strona.htm (25.10.2006).
19 Herbie Hancock was born in 1940 in Chicago. He is a pianist who became fascinated with 

jazz in the 1960s. This interest was reflected in his music. He began working with one of 
the most well-known jazz record labels, the Blue Note Records. He was a member of the 
famous Miles Davis Quartet and he did not shun musical experiments.

20 http://rembrandter.republika.pl/strona.htm.
21 Grandmixer D.ST.’s real name is Derek Howells. He is one of the most important figures 

for turntablism and he has revolutionized the status of DJs. He is a former DJ for Afrika 
Bambaataa and others. He participated in the recording of Herbie Hancock’s Future Shock 
album.
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audience and inspired future adaptations of this art form, 
such as DJ Q-bert.22

Turntablism had developed despite the fact that it did not 
receive much publicity in the media and it was not a typ-
ically commercial product. In the 1980s and 90s, DJs be-
gan to participate in so-called battles. These battles con-
tributed to the development of healthy competition and 
the whole field of turntablism. One of the first contests 
was Clark Kent’s DJ Battle for World Supremacy.23 Other 
important ones were DMC (Disco Mix Club) which still 
takes place in the United States. In 1996, the International 
Turntablist Federation (ITF) championships24 became the 
biggest competition to previous events to date.25 Accord-
ing to the Polish website of the International Turntablist 
Federation, this (currently) former international organi-
zation had its headquarters in San Francisco. It brought 
together DJs and its main objective was to promote turn-
tablism. Its representatives are active in Japan, Australia, 
US, Canada, Italy, Slovakia, Germany, the Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Great Britain, Switzerland, France, the 
Czech Republic, Spain, Norway, Puerto Rico and Portu-
gal.26 ITF has had a representative in Poland since 2003 
thanks to the Zooteka agency. “In every country with ITF 
representatives championships are organized with a view 

22 Q-Bert is the stage name of Richard Quitevis. He is one of the most well-known turntablists 
in the world. He was born in 1969 in the Philippines; three-time DMC World Champion. He 
was prohibited from participating in the competition due to winning a few times in a row and 
was instead offered the role as a jury member.

23 http://rembrandter.republika.pl/strona.htm (25.10.2006).
24 http://rembrandter.republika.pl/strona.htm (25.10.2006).
25 http://rembrandter.republika.pl/strona.htm (25.10.2006).
26 http://www.idapoland.com/itf.html (4.11.2006).
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of selecting the best DJ. The winners of the national com-
petitions then meet in the world championships. We have 
held three editions of the ITF championships in our coun-
try, each of which was a success. A revolution took place 
in 2005.”27

The activities of the ITF were suspended and IDA – the 
International DJ Association – was founded. Its headquar-
ters in Europe are in Munich. “Due to the need for chang-
es aimed at modernizing and making more attractive the 
form of the ITF DJ championships, the world branches of 
the federation decided to introduce a reform. This result-
ed in the establishment of a new organization called In-
ternational DJ Association, which began its activities on 
January 1, 2006, at the same time ending a very important 
chapter in the history of world turntablism. IDA currently 
comprises twelve countries worldwide.”28

Invitation to a battle
Artists such as Krime and Deszczu Strugi are associated 
with the beginnings of Polish turntablism, though the lat-
ter has changed his career path. At some point DJ Kostek 
was a turntablist; however, he is probably currently only 
involved in the Polish hip-hop scene.

There are many artists in Poland who want to express 
themselves through this art form. People such as DJ 
Eprom, Krime, Pistolet and MentalCut have significant 
achievements in this field. DJ Eprom has been Poland’s 

27 Ibid.
28 http://www.idapoland.com/ida.html (12.02.2007).
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ITF Champion twice – in 2004 and 2005. He came first 
both in the Advancement category and in Scratching. He 
represented Poland in the European ITF Championships 
in Vienna and came second. In 2006 he won the Rodec 
Scratch Challenge in two categories: Scratch Dominator 
and Turntable Drummer. Krime was the winner of Ve-
stax Extravaganza Eastern Europe twice – in 2001 and 
2002 – and became the ITF Champion of Poland a year 
later. Pistolet has twice been the ITF Poland Champion in 
Beat Juggling and became the runner-up in the European 
championships in the same category in 2005.29

The second edition of the Skrecz.com Battle took place at 
the end of February 2007.30 The event was held in Poznań 
and it was produced by DJ MentalCut and DJ Taśmy Trzas-
ki.31 It featured showcases by German turntablist DJ Rafik 
and Tigerstyle from Great Britain. The first Skrecz.Com 
Battle was received enthusiastically both by the audience 
and the DJs themselves. In November 2006, an online 
competition Eprom’s Net Battle32 was announced, which 
was open to all amateur turntablists. Its final was planned 
for early 2007. Such events are mostly organized by turn-
tablists who have taken part in prestigious international 
competitions and often would rank high in them. They 
know the rules very well and they can use their person-
al experience in fulfilling such projects without worrying 
about potentially incompetent organizers. They are the 

29 http://www.rsc2006.pl (10.12.2006).
30 http://www.jarzus.mojeforum.net/viewtopic.php?t=744 (25.02.2007).
31 Taśmy (Trzaski) also known as Daniel Drumz – turntablist and music producer.
32 http://www.jarzus.mojeforum.net/viewtopic.php?t=780 (25.02.2007).
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kind of people who are able to create good conditions for 
the turntablist community, particularly for young talents.

According to its organizers, the Skrecz.Com Battle “is the 
most popular turntablist event in Poland.33 After the great 
success of last year’s first edition of the championships, 
we have decided to do it again – this time on a larger, 
international scale. Our goal is to popularize the art of 
scratching, attract representatives of various musical cir-
cles, and create a perfect atmosphere. Skrecz.Com Bat-
tle proves that scratching is not ascribed to any music 
genre.”34

Appropriate advertising was also provided and posters 
appeared in selected cities in Poland. The internet turned 
out to be a great medium of spreading information as well. 
In addition to short mentions on websites, advertising 
events and parties, the battle.skrecz.com website was set 
up in two languages. Gadgets relating to the battle were 
provided and limited-edition t-shirts with the Skrecz.
Com Battle logo were produced.

The second edition of the event was organized in the Es-
kulap club in Poznań. The competition was divided into 
two categories. The first was “Freestyle in which eight DJs 
selected earlier from (indirect) heats [fought] in a knock-
out tournament – head-to-head until the winner was 
chosen. Improvisation skills are incredibly important in 
this category because the contestants [scratched] backing 

33 http://battle.skrecz.com/pl/index.html (26.02.2007).
34 http://battle.skrecz.com/pl/index.html (26.02.2007).
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tracks picked at random at the last minute.”35 The par-
ticipants included Cider, Master’s Voice, Piotruś Pan (as 
the defender of the title), Sh Wuu, Slime, Top Cut, Wol-
ny Słuchacz and Tort. The second category, which was 
probably the more anticipated one by those gathered, was 
the Pro category, where the best turntablists competed: 
Eprom, Swordz,36 Falcon37 and Czarny.38 According to the 
rules, the “Pro Battle is a closed battle and only invited 
DJs may participate. The fourth contestant [is chosen] af-
ter the end of ‘Eprom’s Net Battle’. The Pro is a category 
with rules resembling DMC competitions – there is one 
stage and each DJ presents their six-minute show using 
two turntables and a mixer. [...] DJ Tigerstyle (UK) became 
the winner with the most points. [...] The technique, orig-
inality, and creativity are rated. Only two turntables and 
a mixer may be used.”39

The highlight of the competition was definitely DJ Rafik, 
who has “five ITF World Champion titles and ten German 
Champion titles. He was the first DJ to have won three 
World Champion titles in one evening. He is an experi-
enced turntablist and a promising producer. He is a mem-
ber of the elite EuroStar crew with Tigerstyle (UK) and 
Pfel (France). He was also the concert DJ for M.E.D during 

35 Ibid.
36 DJ Swordz is the winner of the 2005 ITF Championships in Belgium.
37 DJ Falcon is the winner of Bruk Festival DJ’s Battle Session 2005, Workshop Day 2006 

Contest, and the Polish ITF/IDA 2006 Championships. He has been active on the turntablist 
scene since 2003. He is currently one of the best Polish battle turntablists. He has won six 
DJ battles in the country and the bronze medal at Poland’s DJ Championships in 2006.

38 Czarny won Eprom’s Battle Net competition thanks to which he automatically became a 
contestant in the Pro category. These were the rules adopted by the organizers of both 
competitions.

39 http://battle.skrecz.com/pl/reg.html (26.02.2007).
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his European tour in 2006. He has shown his skills around 
the world, from Australia to the US, Japan and Europe.”40

Scratching sessions and turntablist workshops
When writing about Polish turntablism one must not for-
get the scratching sessions. They constitute an essential 
element of turntablism in Poland. The idea of scratching 
sessions is to meet and play together. It is an opportu-
nity to spend time with a group of people with the same 
passion, gain new skills in turntablist techniques, share 
knowledge with others and present what has been learned 
or recently created. People meet in person during scratch-
ing sessions whereas they would often only know each 
other from forum discussions.

Another place (other than the stage) turntablists meet 
for scratching sessions are their homes. There are usual-
ly only a handful of friends during sessions organized in 
private apartments. Turntablists most often invite each 
other to such meetings via online forums. They are peo-
ple who live in nearby towns and choose to present their 
skills and exchange experiences in such small groups.

Home scratching sessions are a very interesting experi-
ence. I got to participate in one by chance and I was the 
only woman there. The meeting was organized just after 
the IDA Championships in Poznań Multikino in 2007 and 
it took place in an apartment on Taczaka Street. There were 
eleven participants. In addition to a few people interested in 

40 http://battle.skrecz.com/pl/artists.html (26.02.2007).
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turntablism, there were mostly other turntablists, including 
those who took part in the IDA Championships – Falcon, 
Top Cut, Hen – and two-thirds of the esteemed jury, Eprom 
and J-Bounce, who was the star of the evening. Also present 
was MentalCut and producer of Poznań legendary Jazz Fuzz 
crew, Icek and Piotruś Pan.

After arriving to the set location, two turntables, a mix-
er and a laptop were quickly plugged in. All participants 
gathered in a small cramped room which was the center. 
Everyone took as comfortable a position as possible to ob-
serve what was happening behind the turntables. Eprom 
was the first to show off his skills. The turntablists took 
turns or played together. Those willing could test new 
tricks straight away. Watching from the side, I immedi-
ately felt dedication both from the musicians and the au-
dience. Everyone was listening attentively and there was 
a special atmosphere.

Despite J-Bounce’s presence, even though he is quite 
a well-known person in the turntablist world, it was Eprom 
who was at the center of attention. At one point he invit-
ed the German guest behind the decks, though J-Bounce 
initially refused because, as he modestly claimed, he did 
not think he was a good scratcher and he watched Eprom’s 
actions with admiration. After some time he came to one 
of the turntables and scratched with Eprom.

My attention during the gathering was drawn to the way 
in which everyone talked to each other and how they act-
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ed. There was no diva behavior or putting on airs. Every-
one is equal regardless of their skills. There is no division 
into artists and audience; rather these boundaries were 
fading away. Only passion exists. What is also evident 
was the willingness to help others who are less experi-
enced so that they can learn something. No questions 
remain unanswered. Even J-Bounce spent practically 
the whole session talking to the people there. He talked 
about his musical fascinations and inspirations. When he 
started talking to MentalCut it turned out he knew his 
work (particularly recent) quite well and he really liked 
it. This may be evidence for the kind of level Polish turn-
tablism is at.

Looking at the events of the last three or four years, we may 
notice enormous progress on our domestic stage. There 
has been increased interest in this genre, though there is 
still little to indicate great commercial success. Turntab-
lism remains quite exclusive. However, even though it is 
still niche, there are lots of events accompanying it and 
the artists themselves contribute to its development. In 
addition to the competitions, a project called Scratch Col-
lege has been created in the form of a summer school ded-
icated to DJ-ing techniques. The organizers claim: “Our 
College is dedicated to all young people wishing to be cre-
ators making new qualities in music from various sounds, 
and at the same time to artists who can move thousands 
of people with the help of two turntables and a mixer and 
make them not stop dancing for a few hours.”41

41 http://rsc2006.pl/opis.htm (10.12.2006).
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Solidarity in the niche
Certainly turntablism music is not for everybody. Depend-
ing on the artist, it has harmonious, melodic elements, but 
there is also a type difficult in reception – very technical, 
raw, with specific, synthetic sounds. Feeling it is neces-
sary to understand it. This may be the reason why many 
fans of turntablism start playing turntables themselves. 
Of course I do not claim that everyone is an outstanding 
artist, but by learning a few techniques people may be-
come more committed and tune in to a better reception 
of the music. Even more so, as turntablist skills require 
an enormous amount of work and time, people without 
a sense of rhythm do not stand much chance of acquiring 
the appropriate skills.

There is a lot of experimenting in turntablism as a genre 
so it requires significant musical sensitivity. Turntablism 
brings together intelligent, progress-oriented people who 
like manipulating sound. People from this environment 
are open to other music genres, which translates into 
widely understood tolerance. There is a certain phenom-
enon in turntablism – most of the recipients also try to 
create music. Unlike other genres, it is rare for fans to be 
artists at the same time. Turntablists are characterized 
by ambition and great commitment to practicing on the 
turntables which they often do for many hours at a time.

There is no hierarchization in the group and there lacks 
some barriers between the creator and the listener. Even 
though there are authorities in this field in Poland, there 
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is a lot of partnership in the group and people are friendly 
to each other. No one exhibits diva behaviors regardless of 
their level of popularity. There is a sense of unity and sol-
idarity among turntablists; people help each other when 
needed – for instance when choosing new equipment or 
learning new techniques. Indeed, there is no unhealthy 
competition. The success of one person positively moti-
vates others to work and there is no place for jealousy or 
envy.

Another characteristic feature is the fact that turntab-
list circles are mostly male. It probably stems from the 
specificity of the genre. Playing is to a big extent based 
on technical knowledge, which women may not always 
like. However, turntablists do not think that women can-
not stand behind the decks – quite the opposite. In our 
conversations they implied that they would be happy with 
the feminization of the genre. Women turntablists are 
highly regarded. They usually come from other countries 
though. There are no well-known female turntablists in 
Poland today, and I am eagerly waiting for one.

Translated by Anna Tilles


